Things You Want In A Platform
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Webapp-like functionality
Web App replacement
WebApps
webapps
Web Apps
Database
Web Apps or Equivalent
web apps
Database functioning
The ability to create simple database integration (Web app functionality)
Webapp like functionality
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Unlimited CRM crm
CMS
CMS
CRM
Built-in CRM
CRM
CRM
CRM/CMS, Email and Email Marketing, easy forms management
Easy form builder with access to store results against customer
A good cms so my client can easily update their site
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Liquid scripting
Templating Language
Liquid markup or suitable alternative
Content holder with optional date and time controls.
Access to every bit of the HTML & Javascripts included
Full Control over HTML, CSS, JavaScript, liquid like server control
"module_data" equivalent
server side coding
Liquid support
Use any code/framework I choose
I would like to continue developing with the Foundation platform.
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Easy eCommerce Integration
E-commerce
Ecommerce and payments (not necessarily just a store)
ecommerce/shop
Ecommerce with B2B Quote Request option - not everyone does payments!
Flexible e-commerce with features to accommodate client wants, which are varied.
easy to configure ecommerce features
Ecommerce suited to Australia usage (shipping/taxes)

Things You Want In A Platform
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Hosted solution (like Shopify but without eCommerce)
Secure hosting and platform
Not be reliant on a specific platform
secure hosting (same as Adobe BC delivers)
Hosting multiple sites management console
A "Better" BC - Open CMS, Centralized CRM, Flexible Web App IDE w/ Liquid, Forms w/ Workflow
Everything BC had
Integrated Hosting, DNS, Email, CMS, eCommerce, Marketing
No dedicated hosting
Equivalent level of managed hosting (secure, stable, same performance) with similar package leve
Robust well implemented: eCom, events management, customizable apps, login secure zones (fo
Scalability and real backup and migration import export facilities,
Hosting and e-mail accounts
OSS open source & docker deployment
Email Creation / Hosting
integrated email hosting
Balance between stability, availability and cost - i.e. Reliable for $50 per month
Affordable plans including Webapps with NO ecommerce
Cost should be competitive
White label
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Same features as Adobe Business Catalyst (All in one package with security updates)
Modules: Blog, Events, Gallery, Forum etc
As many single source capabilities as possible in one solution.
backend admin similar to BC or easier
Integrated blog and social media
The ability to set up a site without having to know all sorts of code.
Consistent development of app (again like Shopify where improvements seemed to be made ofte
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Ability to edit the html and css code, if I want to change something I don't like or add something I
Wyswyg for client
Intuitive UI
End user WYSWYG - drag and drop editing capabilities
Easy for clients to edit without screwing with the design
Simple for clients to do their own Content Management
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Automated migration process, i.e, new platform recognises the BC modules and converts them to
Easily migrate my BC sites to it
Portability.
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Easy to develop and simple to understand by designers
allow design and development flexibility and freedom
freedom & control
No coding
Great documentation /tutorials

Things You Want In A Platform
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Site to perform well on google (SEO) and SSL
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Combination of BC Gurus & BC Academy support.
community & collaboration
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Included email campaigns (15,000)
Integrated email marketing
Email marketing
email marketing
A easy to use email campaign system like BC's
Complete, Built-in Zapier Integration / Synergy 8's Email Marketing
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Secure zones
secure zones
Membership
Secure Member & Document Zones
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Staple pricing - no per user/customer pay scales
No Partner signup fees
Ability to mark up hosting or a better commission structure.
Decent pricing/partner benefits
Compelling white label plans
3rd party apps
Multi-lingual content management
Should able create complicated application and communicate with mobile apps.
Booking engine
Custom Reports
My sites need to have great SEO features for ongoing retainer contracts.
SEO
No servers

